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"Since its original introduction in 1997, the Unified Modeling Language has revolutionized software development. Every integrated software development environment in the world--open-source, standards-based, and proprietary--now supports UML and, more importantly, the model-driven approach to software development. This makes learning the newest UML standard, UML 2.0, critical for all software developers--and there isn't a better choice than this clear, step-by-step guide to learning the language."
 			--Richard Mark Soley, Chairman and CEO, OMG 			
 		

If you're like most software developers, you're building systems that are increasingly complex. Whether you're creating a desktop application or an enterprise system, complexity is the big hairy monster you must manage.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) helps you manage this complexity. Whether you're looking to use UML as a blueprint language, a sketch tool, or as a programming language, this book will give you the need-to-know information on how to apply UML to your project. While there are plenty of books available that describe UML, Learning UML 2.0 will show you how to use it. Topics covered include:

	
    Capturing your system's requirements in your model to help you ensure that your designs meet your users' needs

    
	
    Modeling the parts of your system and their relationships

    
	
    Modeling how the parts of your system work together to meet your system's requirements

    
	
    Modeling how your system moves into the real world, capturing how your system will be deployed

    


Engaging and accessible, this book shows you how to use UML to craft and communicate your project's design. Russ Miles and Kim Hamilton have written a pragmatic introduction to UML based on hard-earned practice, not theory. Regardless of the software process or methodology you use, this book is the one source you need to get up and running with UML 2.0. Additional information including exercises can be found at www.learninguml2.com.

Russ Miles is a software engineer for General Dynamics UK, where he works with Java and Distributed Systems, although his passion at the moment is Aspect Orientation and, in particular, AspectJ. Kim Hamilton is a senior software engineer at Northrop Grumman, where she's designed and implemented a variety of systems including web applications and distributed systems, with frequent detours into algorithms development.
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Model-Driven Software Development: Integrating Quality Assurance (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Model-driven software development (MDSD) drastically alters the software development process, characterized by a high degree of innovation and productivity. However, quality assurance application in the domain of software models and model-driven software development is still in an emergent phase.
Model-Driven Software Development:...
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Unified Communications For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Discover what Unified Communications can do for your business


	In our increasingly mobile world, communication must be effective, global, and available through multiple technologies seamlessly. Unified Communications logically blends and combines previously separate services and features, making communication possible by any means,...
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Enough: Why the World's Poorest Starve in an Age of Plenty.PublicAffairs, 2009
For more than thirty years, humankind has known how to grow enough food to end chronic hunger worldwide. Yet while the Ð²Ð‚ÑšGreen RevolutionÐ²Ð‚Ñœ succeeded in South America and Asia, it never got to Africa. More than 9 million people every year die of hunger, malnutrition, and related diseases every year most of them in Africa...
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Facebook Cookbook: Building Applications to Grow Your Facebook EmpireO'Reilly, 2008
Want to build Facebook applications that truly stand out among the thousands already available? In addition to providing easy-to-follow recipes that offer practical ways to design and build scalable applications using the Facebook Platform and its new profile design, this Cookbook also explains proven strategies for attracting users in this highly...
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Windows XP NetworkingAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Windows XP: practical solutions for working network administrators  		

Deploying, managing, or supporting networks with Windows XP clients? Here's all the information you need to maximize reliability, security, and performance... and minimize hassles and aggravation!...
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Encyclopedia of Soil Science (Encyclopedia of Earth Sciences Series)Springer, 2007

	Soils long have been taken for granted being so commonplace and lacking often striking features. However, soil is one of the most complex media on Earth, vital for the biogeosphere and human civilization. With increased usage of soil for world food production, building materials, waste repositories, etc awareness has grown for the need of...
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